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Cinderella’s Star
The CP 140 Aurora and the Evolution of the
Royal Canadian Air Force’s Modern Long Range
Patrol Capability, 1939-2015
R I C H A R D M AY N E
Abstract : This article traces the story of the Royal Canadian Air Force’s
maritime air capability and the incredible ups and downs it has experienced
throughout its service to the nation. Whether it was the stunning highs
that it enjoyed during the Second World War and Cold War eras as well
as the recovery it has made during recent overseas operations on the one
hand, or the extreme lows it faced after the defeat of Nazi Germany and
the end of the Soviet Union on the other, the maritime air community
has led a life of boom and bust. Its story therefore exposes some of the
challenges and risks that governments and militaries take when trying to
adapt to new and unpredictable changes in the geopolitical and strategic
environments.
Note to Readers: For ease of reference, a list of acronyms is provided at the
end of this article (Appendix A).

T

the “Cinderella star of the show.”1 That, at
least, was how one observer characterised the CP 140 Aurora’s
performance as an Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(ISR) aircraft during the Royal Canadian Air Force’s (RCAF)
involvement in the 2011 air campaign over Libya. A relatively
recent RCAF report went even further by noting that the fully
hey were called

1  
Peter Pigott, “Answering the call,” Frontline Defence 6 (2011): 6. For more on the
CP 140 in Operation Mobile, see Richard Oliver Mayne, “The Canadian Experience:
Operation Mobile,” in Precision and Purpose: Airpower in the Libyan Civil War, ed.
Karl P. Mueller (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2015), 239-66.
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modernised Aurora effectively would revolutionise Canadian ISR.
It is an interesting conclusion, particularly since between 1989 and
2007 many were wondering if this ISR platform even had a future
in the RCAF.2 By incorporating equipment and sensor suites that
accommodate the Airborne Command and Control, Joint ISR,
Strike Co-ordination and Reconnaissance Co-ordinator (SCAR-C)3
and Electronic Warfare missions (among others) into one airframe,
the RCAF has taken an older Cold War platform specifically
designed to hunt Soviet submarines and given it new relevance as a
general purpose force-multiplier, capable of responding to numerous
modern requirements. Indeed, while they can still perform their
original functions as submarine hunters, the Auroras have adapted
extremely well to a shift in the geopolitical strategic environment
that witnessed the fall of the Soviet Union and the rise of a new
asymmetric terrorist threat. This shift has resulted in a need for the
Aurora to move from its purely maritime patrol function to one that
could respond to overland ISR requirements in the skies of countries
like Libya, Syria and Iraq.
Yet this is not the first time that the RCAF’s maritime air
component has had to adapt to substantial changes in the strategic,
financial or even technical environment. As such, past events will be
used in this article to explore pivotal moments in the Cold War history
of Canadian land-based maritime military aviation and link them to
the emergence of the modern Aurora’s new roles as well as its future
as an ISR platform. By doing so, it is also designed to demonstrate
the value of history as an analytical strategic instrument, one that
can help guide modern decision makers by allowing them to use the
RCAF’s past experiences to inform contemporary debates on the

2  
Long range patrol force CONOPS, 30 October 2006 draft, 1 Cdn Air Div 3000-0
(Comd) – LRP ConOps, RCAF Air Warfare Centre Library (Trenton) [hereafter
RCAF AWC]; and Briefing Note for DCOMD Force Generation: Approval of
DComd’s guidance for LRP 2015 Planning, 1 June 2010, RCAF AWC.
3  
In very general terms, SCAR-C operations are missions flown for the purpose
of detecting enemy units and co-ordinating, attacking and/or conducting
reconnaissance on those targets. For more on the SCAR-C role, see Captain Alan
Lockerby, “SCAR-C Over Libya: To War in an Aurora,” Canadian Military Journal
12, 3 (Summer 2012): 63-67. An additional perspective on the CP 140 overland roles
can also be found in Lieutenant-Colonel Jared Penney, “Command Imperative to
Targeting: Canadian Armed Forces Effectiveness in Targeting with Air Power during
Operations MOBILE and IMPACT,” RCAF Journal 5, 4 (Fall 2016): 40-63.
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future of fixed wing long range patrol aircraft (LRPA) such as the
CP 140 Aurora.
Before any discussion about the RCAF’s long range patrol
community can begin, however, a word on lexicon is required. All
the elements of the Canadian Armed Forces—whether it is the
RCAF, the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) or Canadian Army (CA)—
have their own uniforms, traditions, customs, heritage, history
and equipment which often result in a sub-dialectic of acronyms
and terms that effectively become a language onto itself (and one
that outsiders can have great difficulty following). Moreover, while
each element represents its own “subculture” or “sub-community”
that distinguishes it from the larger collective that constitutes
the Canadian Armed Forces, the RCAF, RCN and CA also have
another level of sub-communities that are generally equipmentbased or trade related. As described by the former Commander
of the RCAF, Lieutenant-General Michael Hood, the air force’s
“tribal nature”—a term used to describe the individual capabilitybased sub-cultures that make up its fighter, air mobility, maritime
helicopter, long range patrol, tactical aviation, training, electronic
warfare as well as search and rescue communities—has resulted in
the compartmentalising (or stove-piping) of the air element through
its capabilities.4 Yet these “cultural” or operational distinctions
rarely fall neatly into exact or easily definable categories as the
RCAF, like the RCN and CA, is also influenced by further tradebased sub-communities, which, for the air force, include, but are
not limited to, those who serve as pilots, navigators, engineers,
logisticians, maintenance and intelligence personnel.
To confuse matters further, some of these groupings have
identifiers that focus upon the airframe which these men and women
serve or maintain and support. At least one focused study has
started the process of exploring this fascinating topic of air force
sub-communities and culture, but aside from this exception it has
otherwise eluded serious academic attention and as a result it is
important to clarify a few points for the purpose of this article.5 First,

4  
Michael J. Hood, “Why Canadian Airmen are not Commanding,” Canadian
Military Journal 11, 3 (Summer 2011): 41-48.
5  
Allan English and John Westrop, Canadian Air Force Leadership and Command:
The Human Dimension of Expeditionary Air Operations (Trenton: CFAWC
Publication, 2007), 156.
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in a generalised sense, a “platform” and an “aircraft” are considered
one in the same throughout this piece because the modern long range
patrol (LRP) community flies only one main asset, namely the CP
140 Aurora. It is for this same reason that the terms “long range
patrol community” and “Aurora community” are interchangeable
and effectively represent one grouping of people, a capability and
an airframe or a “fleet” of aircraft as being the same. Moreover,
past terms used to characterise this community similarly need to
be clarified. The terms “maritime patrol aircraft” or “maritime
reconnaissance,” which in the immediate post-war years consisted
of the RCAF’s refurbished Avro Lancasters (Mk 10 MRs), Lockheed
Neptunes and Canadian Argus assets, are grouped together as
their lineage is directly linked to today’s long range patrol/Aurora
community. Although further work on understanding the influence
of these subcultures and the impact they have on the RCAF is an
exciting topic worthy of additional study in its own right, this article
represents more of a case study that is designed to encourage other
historians to consider the approach being taken. Put simply, and as
noted earlier, this study is designed to maximise the professional
relevance of historical research to specifically help and inform modern
decision makers so as to allow for a better understanding of how
the past has influenced and shaped the current RCAF as a whole
through an understanding of its individual communities.
As a nation with one of the longest coastlines in the world, Canada
has had a lengthy history with aerial maritime reconnaissance that
dates back to the First World War.6 For the RCAF, however, it
was not until the Second World War that a large and sophisticated
organisation was developed to counter a significant German U-boat
presence on its east coast and a Japanese naval threat on its west.
Having increased in strength from seven squadrons in September
1939 to fourteen operational squadrons five years later, the growth
of Eastern Air Command alone, which was responsible for the
area covering the North West Atlantic and St. Lawrence River,
was impressive.7 Canada was woefully ill-prepared for the war
Ernest Cable, “Dartmouth Nova Scotia: The Birthplace of Maritime Patrol
Aviation in Canada,” Proceedings 5th Air Force Historical Conference and 36th
CAHS Annual Convention (16 Wing Borden: Government of Canada publication,
June 1999), 39-47.
7  
S. Kosteniuk and J. Griffin, RCAF Squadrons and Aircraft (Toronto: Samuel
Stevens, Hakkert and Company, 1977), 235-37.
6  
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and many growing pains resulted with this incredible expansion;
yet, unfortunately, those lessons were all but forgotten when peace
arrived.8 With no more enemies to fight, the RCAF was slashed
drastically, leaving its east and west coast maritime reconnaissance
assets in a state of virtual irrelevance as had existed before the war.
Nowhere was this more evident than at Greenwood, Nova
Scotia, which was to become the home of Canada’s east coast
Cold War maritime reconnaissance squadrons. The reductions at
Greenwood were staggering. Out of the approximately 2,700 airmen
who were among the first being trained for the Pacific war, only
900 were left by the end of the month after Japan surrendered.
Such reductions were understandable since the men preparing for
that theatre were no longer needed, but things on the East Coast
only got worse. With pilots of this era remembering it as a time of
“boring holes in the sky” just to keep flying qualifications current,
few were surprised when Greenwood was reduced to a caretaker
crew of less than forty individuals. 9
With the RCAF attempting to adjust from a peak strength of
approximately 250,000 personnel to a planned peacetime level of
16,100 regulars, 4,500 auxiliary and 10,000 air reservists (along with
eight regular and fifteen Auxiliary squadrons), a period of confusion
followed.10 For instance, as early as May 1946, officers at Air Force
Headquarters in Ottawa took great interest in the Royal Air Force’s
(RAF) efforts to modify the Lancaster III for coastal and general
reconnaissance work since “it had been decided that the RCAF
Lancasters [sic] squadrons would be required to be proficient in both
bomber and coastal roles.”11 Even Greenwood was seeing evidence
suggesting that the RCAF was not going to abandon its maritime
8  
Of course the most detailed and authoritative account of this period both at
home and abroad remains the official histories of the RCAF during the Second
World War: W. A. B. Douglas, The Creation of a National Air Force (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1986); and Brereton Greenhous, Stephen Harris and
William C. Johnston, The Crucible of War 1939-1945 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1994).
9  
405 Squadron History (Winnipeg: Craig Kelman & Associates, 1991), 67-69;
and Larry Milberry, Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace (Toronto: CANAV
Books, 2001), 399.
10  
Randall Wakelam, Cold War Fighters: Canadian Aircraft Procurement, 1945-54
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011), 29-33.
11  
D Ops to DASP/ J3, 27 May 1946, R 112, Vol. 33384, file HQ-C-1038EA-180,
Library and Archives Canada [LAC]; and G/C W. R. MacBrien (for AMAS) to
AMRD, 29 May 1946, R 112, Vol. 33384, File HQ-C-1038EA-180, LAC.
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reconnaissance role altogether. Take, for example, news that a new
Commanding Officer had called the station to say he would be
arriving to take charge of the very long range squadron at Greenwood
was met with an interesting comment in the daily log, which noted
that “this started a good deal of speculation because we haven’t got
one.”12 Although this was soon followed by an organisational order
re-establishing the famed 405 Squadron, which was the only RCAF
unit to join Bomber Command’s illustrious Pathfinders of wartime
fame, the euphoria at Greenwood soon turned to disappointment. The
constant entry of “no daily diary due to nil activity” in the unit’s log
between the spring and fall perfectly captures how it was a squadron
in name only. Worse yet, the once mighty Eastern Air Command
was officially closed down on 1 March 1947 while its skeletal remains
were re-designed as 10 Group and then absorbed into what would
become Central Air Command in Trenton, Ontario. Rock bottom
for the RCAF’s early post-war maritime reconnaissance community
soon followed as 405 was de-activated in October 1947, leaving 10
Group’s small headquarters in Halifax as the RCAF’s only maritime
reconnaissance presence on the East Coast. And that meant the
defence of both coasts was mainly entrusted to the destroyers and
single aircraft carrier of the Royal Canadian Navy.13
The reason that Canada was willing to drastically cut this
particular capability was because there was no appreciable submarine
threat at this time that would call for a large fleet of land-based
maritime patrol aircraft. Soviet expansionism and the global
repercussions from the 1948-1949 Berlin blockade soon changed that
thinking.14 The large and potent Soviet submarine fleet caused a
problem for the RCAF. They now needed the maritime reconnaissance
Daily Diary 405 Squadron Operational Records Book [hereafter ORB], 14
February 1946, War Diaries Section, Directorate of History and Heritage [DHH];
and AMAS AVM W. A. Curtis to AMRD, 8 January 1947, R 112, Vol. 33384, File
HQ-C-1038EA-180, LAC. This latter document identified that provision had been
made in the 1947-48 Estimates for the modification of thirty-two Lancasters to meet
the requirement.
13  
405 Sqn ORB, April to October 1947, DHH; Allan Snowie, The Bonnie, HMCS
Bonaventure (Erin, Ontario: Boston Mills Press, 1999); Milberry, Canada’s Air Force
at War and Peace, 399; and 405 Squadron History, 70.
14  
Chief of Staff Committee Minutes, 17 March 1947, 73/1223, Box 59, file 1302,
DHH; Chief of Staff Committee Minutes, 30 September 1947, 73/1223, Box 59, file
1302, DHH; and Chief of Staff Committee Minutes, 9 March 1948, 73/1223, Box 59,
file 1302, DHH. By the spring of 1948, key Canadian intelligence assessments finally
admitted that they should start naming the “actual potential enemy, Russia.”
12  
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force that they had just disbanded. Rebuilding this capability into
a credible force would take time and until it was reconstituted,
Canada’s east coast in particular, which had recently witnessed so
much destruction to shipping during the Second World War, again
felt vulnerable.15
The first step for the Canadians was to develop an anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) training organisation. Fortunately, they were able to
turn to the United Kingdom for help by sending eleven RCAF officers
to RAF Coastal Command to re-learn the techniques and methods
that the new force would require. From this small cadre, the RCAF
was able to re-form an operational training unit at Greenwood on 1
November 1949. The twenty-one men who passed the first thirteenweek course, enough for three crews, were sent to 405 Squadron
which had been reactivated on 1 April 1950. Seventeen days later
they flew their first patrol on an unmodified Lancaster III.16 It was
an encouraging start but there was still a long and, at times, painful
road ahead before Canada would have a credible long range maritime
reconnaissance force.17
A January 1950 report from Air Commodore R. C. Gordon,
Commander of the Maritime Group, suggested that one of the
greatest issues his organisation faced in its early days was the
development of the administrative buildings and infrastructure that
would support the operational squadrons. For instance, while the
mood at 405 Squadron was high, he was worried that this feeling
was not shared at his Halifax headquarters, noting that “if morale is
low [at the headquarters], it can only be attributed to the slowness”
in establishing the supporting infrastructure. His report, however,
left no doubt that the greatest problem with his developing force
was that his unit faced “a lack of aircraft suitably equipped for
maritime operations.”18 Fortunately, after being told in mid-April
1950 that there was “an urgent requirement for a number of maritime
Milberry, Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, 402-03.
Milberry, Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, 403.
17  
Bertram Frandsen, “The Rise and Fall of Canada’s Cold War Air Force, 19481968” (PhD Dissertation, Wilfrid Laurier University, 2015). Frandsen’s dissertation
is currently one of the best initial forays into an overall understanding of the RCAF’s
experience during the Cold War (and includes thoughtful analysis of the air force’s
maritime air deficiencies and triumphs).
18  
Air Commodore R. C. Gordon, Maritime Group RCAF Resume of Operational
and Administrative Capabilities, 8 January 1950, RG 24, Acc 1983-84/ 216, Box
3110, file S-895-100-69/20, part 1, LAC
15  
16  
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A post-war RCAF Lancaster dropping an anti-submarine warfare torpedo. [Canadian Armed

Forces Photo PL 70395]

reconnaissance Lancasters,” the Minister of National Defence, Brooke
Claxton, approved the funds for a prototype aircraft.19
The story of the Lancaster’s conversion to a maritime
reconnaissance aircraft is particularly important because it serves
as one of the most powerful illustrations of the difficulties involved
with reconstituting a capability. Developing and building a modern
ASW aircraft was going to take time and as a result the RCAF was
lucky that it had some surplus Lancasters that it could convert into
maritime aircraft as an interim measure. The need for these platforms
was certainly there as the RCAF stood up its second Greenwoodbased maritime reconnaissance unit, 404 Squadron, on 27 April 1951
and a west coast unit, 407 Squadron, during the following year.20
The problem was that the RCAF simply did not have enough
aircraft; and it is not difficult to find anecdotal accounts where a
desperate Canadian government had to turn to private citizens who

19  
C. M. Drury to Minister, 17 April 1950, R112, Vol. 33381, file HQ 1038 EA
(MR), LAC.
20  
W. I. Clements, “The Evolution and Current Status of Maritime Air Command,”
The Roundel 13, 8 (October 1961): 5.
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had bought cheap surplus Lancasters after the war and buy them back
at considerably marked up prices.21 By 1951, the converted Lancasters
began to arrive at 405 Squadron, although the first peacetime response
to a potential submarine threat in Canadian waters clearly indicated
that there was a long way to go. Several reports of an unidentified
submarine in the Bay of Fundy were met by 405 Squadron, but, as
noted at the time, their total lack of weapons meant that they could
have done little had these unsubstantiated sightings been real and if
they had come at a time of crisis.22 Yet the larger problem was that
the Lancaster was obsolete as a maritime reconnaissance aircraft
almost from the moment the squadrons acquired them. Progress
was nevertheless being made. The fact that the three new squadrons
collectively had been elevated to a “Maritime Air Command” in June
1953 was a significant sign of this progress, as was the news that they
had performed well in a recent NATO exercise, named Operation
Mariner, which was the largest gathering of allied maritime assets
since the Second World War.23
While this period marked the point where the RCAF arguably had
a functional maritime reconnaissance capability, it was far from ideal.
On 27 May 1952, the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Vice-Marshal Wilf
Curtis, explained the situation to the Minister of Defence Production,
C. D. Howe, particularly well. Recent analysis had suggested that the
RCAF needed eighty-eight maritime reconnaissance Lancasters but
only sixty-seven had been provided.24 Yet, as Curtis observed, the
more serious problem was that:
The Lancaster and many of its major components are no longer in
production; necessary spares have had to be procured… and are estimated
to suffice to the end of March 1955. Beyond that date, the ability
to keep the Lancasters flying may be expected to deteriorate rapidly,
Milberry, Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, 403. It is a myth that the RCAF
was so desperate for Lancasters that it would accept anything that the private
market was willing to sell back to the government.
22  
Milberry, Canada’s Air Force at War and Peace, 403; and 405 Squadron
History, 80.
23  
Kosteniuk and Griffin, RCAF Squadrons and Aircraft, 209. Mariner was indeed
a large-scale exercise that involved nearly half a million men from nine NATO
countries. For more information on Op Mariner, see RG 24, Vol. 31164, file 1640-2115, parts 1-3, LAC.
24  
Acting AMTS (A/C DS Blaine) to CAS, 2 November 1951, R 112, Vol. 33311, file
1038-107, Vol. 2, LAC.
21  
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A Canadair CP 107 Argus flying over its intended prey before an anti-submarine warfare
exercise. [Canadian Armed Forces Photo PCN 735]

with consequence [sic] effect on our RCAF maritime force capability. A
proposal was put forward to introduce the Lockheed P2V-6 Neptune to
ease the shortage of Lancasters between June 1953 and March 1955, to
introduce a new aircraft type if possible before a critical mobilization
period, and to provide a current source of supply for further aircraft,
should the need arise. This proposal was rejected on the grounds that it
was not desirable to procure an interim type aircraft.25

While the merit of procuring the Neptune as an interim aircraft to
reinforce an interim aircraft might seem questionable, the reality was
that there was a need to do so because of earlier political decisions
to cut a capability which, at the time, Canada apparently no longer
required. Of course, what Canada truly needed in order to acquire a
modern ASW force was a new long range maritime patrol aircraft. In
fact, Curtis was not shy about emphasising this requirement, telling
the Minister of National Defence, Brooke Claxton, that:

25  
CAS (Curtis) to Howe, 27 May 1952, R 112, Vol. 33496, file 1038BR-180,
Vol.1, LAC.
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Depth charges drop from the bomb bay of an Argus over the North Atlantic. [Canadian Armed
Forces Photo PCN 736]

as suggested by you, I discussed with Mr. Howe our requirements for a
maritime aircraft pointing out that the Lancasters were obsolescent and
that we had certain spares that would last until 1955. I indicated that
after 1955 the maritime aircraft situation would be critical. I told Mr.
Howe that the best aircraft to meet the maritime requirement was, in
our opinion, a modified version of the Bristol Britannia[.]26

As early as 1952, work had started to create a version of the Bristol
175 Britannia, which was later dubbed the CP 107 Argus; however,
it would take another six years to develop and build this aircraft.
As a result, the political level came to realise that without the
medium-ranged Neptune, Canada would have insufficient maritime
reconnaissance aircraft to defend its coasts if a war with the Soviet
Union broke out before the arrival of the Argus.
The Neptune was a welcome addition, but it was not the ideal
solution due to its relatively shorter on-station time when compared to
CAS to Howe, 20 June 1952, R 112, Vol. 333496, file 1038BR-180, Vol.1, LAC; and
W. R. Wright Chief Secretary to Chairman Chief of Staff and CAS, 18 July 1952, R
112, Vol. 33496, file 1038BR-180, Vol. 1, LAC.

26  
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A RCAF Lockheed P 2 Neptune firing rockets. [Canadian Armed Forces Photo PCN 764]

long range patrol aircraft of this era. As the RCAF’s project engineer
for the Argus program, Wing Commander W. M. Diggle, identified:
The venerable Lancaster, which has done as noble a job in its maritime
role as it has in other assignments in past years, had become increasingly
difficult to support; in addition, because it is “yesterday’s” aircraft,
it has become relatively incapable of being adopted to “tomorrow’s”
missions. The Neptune, which also is a worthy opponent of an enemy
submarine, fills a necessary place in the medium range missions.
However, the satisfaction of RCAF commitments for maritime patrol
at long range devolves upon the Argus, the only aircraft in the Western
World with such a capability.27

The Argus did indeed change the landscape of how the RCAF dealt
with the anti-submarine warfare threat as by the early 1960s, thirtythree of these aircraft were assigned to 404, 405 and the recently
stood up 415 Squadrons on the East Coast. This also allowed
the RCAF to finally meet its considerable West Coast defence
W. M. Diggle, “Evolution of the Argus,” The Roundel 10, 4 (May 1958): 2.

27  
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A RCAF Neptune banking majestically towards the Rocky Mountains. [Canadian Armed Forces

Photo PCN 1825]

obligations as it released all the Neptunes from the East Coast for
operations out of Comox, British Columbia where they replaced
407 Squadron’s Lancasters and thereby countered increasing
Soviet submarine activity in the Pacific. As a result, the process
of recreating a modern and effective maritime reconnaissance force
was finally complete.28 In total, it had taken well over a decade to
do so and therefore it serves as a powerful example of how difficult
it is to recreate a military capability after it has been disbanded.
It was worth the effort as key developments in the mid-1960s
identified that the Argus proved an ideal solution to an awkward
defence paradox in Canadian ASW operations. The basic problem
was that the Canadian government was drastically slashing its
defence budget in the 1960s yet this was a time when the Soviets
were developing a particularly worrisome threat with their nuclearpropelled and armed submarine programs. As a result, while this
made the Soviets more dangerous than ever, the Canadian military
had to counter this increased threat with fewer resources.

Clements, “The Evolution and Current Status of Maritime Air Command,” 2-9.

28  
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To deal with this growing concern, the RCN had a mixture of
destroyer escorts, helicopter-carrying destroyers and an East Coast
aircraft carrier, HMCS Bonaventure, with its McDonnell Banshee
fighters and Grumman Tracker ASW aircraft, which, when combined
with the RCAF’s shore-based assets, made for a formidable antisubmarine warfare team. The government cuts in the early 1960s
meant that Canada could no longer afford this package and the loser
in this instance was naval aviation. Answering the question of who
killed Canada’s carrier ambitions has perplexed historians for many
years. For some naval officers from the period, such as Commodore A.
B. F. Fraser-Harris (who was the Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff
(Air and Warfare)), the answer was clear: the RCAF was the culprit.
Calling it the “Battle for the Brittania [sic],” which was a reference
to the Argus’s lineage to the Bristol Britannia, Fraser-Harris argued
that the RCAF’s pursuit of this aircraft, which dated back to the
early 1950s, was a serious threat to Canadian naval aviation:
I was left to fight the war against the Brittania [sic]. An aircraft…which
if accepted by Government as the re-equipment Coastal Command
anto-submarine [sic] aircraft would undoubtedly sound the death knell
for naval aviation. In all honesty I did not fight this concept on a service
basis, though I fully recognised the importance of the decision in relation
to the future of naval aviation, for this very large and very expensive
very long range aircraft was not only going to be a valuable production
order for Canadian aviation, and thus strongly backed by industry, but
it was unquestionably going to be an RCAF expenditure which was so
great as to make the retention of a carrier highly unlikely. Since each
depended in those days upon the doctrine of filling the mid-Atlantic gap
in the anti-submarine war, the two programmes were almost mutually
exclusive in terms of Canadian Budgetary expenditures.29

Fraser-Harris was right. The key to the “Battle for the Britannia”
was whether Canada could afford both a long range maritime patrol
aircraft program and aircraft carriers. It was a stark choice that
came to a head in the early 1960s and it was one that Fraser-Harris
believed the RCAF won because the RCN’s senior leadership was
weak, observing as he did that:

A. B. F. Fraser-Harris to Robbie, n.d., 93/432, File 1, DHH.

29  
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Grumman S2 Tracker aircraft cover the deck of the ultimate expression of Canadian naval
aviation, the aircraft carrier HMCS Bonaventure. In time, its air assets would see service in
what would eventually become the air element of the Canadian Armed Forces and, in the
process of doing so, cemented a strong link that made Canadian naval aviation very much
part of the modern RCAF’s heritage. [Canadian Armed Forces Photo EKS 168]
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Thus the whole question of the battle for Britannia became of the
greatest importance to the navy and any future they may have. Could
I get any support for this view? The truth was that in my opinion, both
[Chief of the Naval Staff Vice Admiral Herbert] Rayner and [Hugh]
Pullen and indeed the majority of the nautical types including [Ralph]
Hennessey who by this time was playing underground politics to become
the new naval wonder boy, were simply not interested.30

Fraser-Harris was thoroughly convinced that “as usual naval aviation
was sold down the river by small ship [destroyer] sailors” and that
“Herby Rayner played the flute at the funeral [of naval aviation].”31
In reality, the truth was more logical.
Fraser-Harris was wrong in his assessment of RCN leadership.
Instead, the decision not to replace Bonaventure with another
carrier had little to do with the RCAF, but rather was the product
of the RCN coming to terms with strategic and financial realities.
Making the difficult, yet mature, determination that naval aviation
was simply too expensive during this period of austerity—taking up
over 20 per cent of the navy’s overall budget—Rayner had come to
the painful conclusion that in order to save other naval capabilities,
carrier aviation simply had to go once Bonaventure was ready for decommissioning in 1975; a decision that was accelerated as the navy
faced further cuts later in the 1960s. 32 Of course, it also helped that
the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT) had told the
RCN that he saw small escort ASW carriers, like Bonaventure, as
highly “vulnerable” and easy targets that did little more than act as a
serious “drain” on his escort forces.33 Put another way, what SACLANT
wanted from Canada was more destroyers, not small escort carriers.
As a result, once Bonaventure was decommissioned in 1970, all of
Canada’s ASW efforts to counter Soviet nuclear submarines fell to a
Fraser-Harris to Robbie, n.d., 93/432, File 1, DHH. Hugh Pullen and Ralph
Hennessey were senior flag level RCN officers whom Fraser-Harris labelled as
“destroyer” or small ship men, meaning that these individuals believed that it was
more realistic and practical to centre the navy on destroyer or frigate escorts rather
than an aircraft carrier (or aircraft carriers).
31  
Fraser-Harris to Robbie, 4 August 1993, file 93/432, file 1, DHH; and Fraser Harris
to Ralph, 13 September 1993, file 93/432, file 1, DHH.
32  
For more information, see Richard Mayne, “The Annapolis Riddle” (PhD
Dissertation, Queen’s University, 2007).
33  
Meeting with EASTLANT, 3 July 1963, NPCC Papers, 79/246, File 99, DHH;
and Meeting with EASTLANT, 3 July 1963, Rayner Papers, 99/31-1B-26, DHH.
30  
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mixture of RCN destroyer escorts and helicopter-carrying destroyers,
as well as shore-based Trackers and RCAF medium- as well as longrange aircraft. For the next twenty years, this team, while not ideal,
nevertheless performed well as the cost-effective solution to what the
government was willing to invest in providing Canada with an antisubmarine warfare capability.34
The government also wanted to continue the teaming up of
long range patrol aircraft with helicopter-carrying destroyers as the
air force (or Air Command as it was known at that time) acquired
the CP 140 Aurora in the early 1980s as a replacement for the
venerable Argus. The retirement of the Trackers in late 1980s and
early 1990s, which were now Air Command assets flying in the
medium-range ISR role, amounted to a 50 per cent reduction in
fixed wing surveillance capability. To help fill this gap the RCAF
purchased three Arcturus aircraft, which were P3 Orions without the
ASW suites, and reassigned six of its CC 144 Challenger executive
liaison aircraft to the ISR role.35 While it was still far from an ideal
situation, it nevertheless continued to work. More troubling in the
early 1990s was that the maritime air community was facing a shift
in the geopolitical environment which, much like the disbandment of
Eastern Air Command in 1947, threatened their relevancy and, for
some, their very existence.
The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the corresponding collapse
of Soviet-style communism greatly eased global tensions. Although
the Aurora fleet continued to track Russian submarines in the 1990s,
the ASW threat was not the same. Worse yet, severe government
cuts to defence spending contributed to what the Aurora community,
among others, would later recognise by the mid-1990s as the start of
a “period of darkness” which for the CP 140s marked a point where
it went from being “an elite force” guarding Canada’s coastline from

34  
It is important to note that while naval aviation very much belonged to the
RCN prior to Unification, the modern RCAF considers that period part of its
own history and heritage since those former assets were eventually absorbed into
Air Command.
35  
R. J. Walker, “What Happened to Air Force ISR?” (Master’s of Defence
Studies Paper, Canadian Forces College Joint Command and Staff Programme
35, 2009), 64, 67.
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Soviet submarines to “the poor orphan of the air force.”36 This, as one
senior Aurora pilot explained further, was because their community’s
ASW focus had left them watching “the muscle twitches of a dying
corpse [a reference to the Russian navy].”37 Simply put, the new
strategic reality had left the Aurora community lost and seemingly
without purpose.
Signs that the Aurora fleet was a low priority during this
period are not hard to find. For instance, the Auroras had not been
upgraded since they were acquired in the early 1980s, meaning that
their estimated life expectancy was set to expire in 2001. Therefore,
it was suggested in the early 1990s that a refurbishment program,
which came to be known as the Aurora Structural Life Extension
Project (ASLEP), was needed to keep the fleet flying out to at
least 2010.38 It was also recognised that the Aurora’s avionics and
mission systems would need replacing with what would eventually
evolve into the Aurora Incremental Modernisation Program (AIMP).
While the outline for an upgrade program was drafted in 1992, the
government’s defence cuts and the air force’s need to focus on other
aircraft replacement programs meant that neither ASLEP nor AIMP
received much support. As a result, exactly what the AIMP would
entail was held off until 1999 whereas the ASLEP was started the
year after that.39 In order to keep the Auroras in the air during
this delay, it was necessary to reduce their yearly flying rate (YFR)
which, in layman’s terms, refers to the number of hours the fleet flies
in a given year. The cuts were significant as the Aurora fleet went
from 19,200 hours of YFR at the beginning of the 1990s to 11,500 in
1999 and 10,000 by 2001. The impacts of this lack of flying time were

RCAF Officer A, Interview with author, Ottawa, Ontario, 29 January 2015; and
RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, Ottawa, Ontario, 8 January 2015.
This article employs the RAND Corporation’s stylistic and ethics policies for the
interviewing of currently serving military members where interviewees’ identities are
kept anonymous but have been verified by the publishing authority with the author.
For an example of this technique and reference style, please see Karl P. Mueller, ed.,
Precision and Purpose: Airpower in the Libyan Civil War (Santa Monica: RAND
Corporation, 2015).
37  
RCAF Officer B, Interview with the author, Greenwood, Nova Scotia, 10
March 2015.
38  
DND Statement of requirements: Aurora Life Extension Project, CAS, 2000,
RCAF AWC.
39  
“Statement of Operational Requirement, A1677 Aurora Update Project,” 22 June
1992, RCAF AWC.
36  
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The CP 140 Aurora, the current mainstay of the RCAF’s long range patrol/maritime air fleet.

[Canadian Armed Forces Photo AN0618827]

equally severe, not only to training but also to their ability to conduct
regular ISR operations.40 Morale sank and things only got worse.
Another key strategic shock, this time involving the Al Qaeda
terrorist attacks on the United States in September 2001, would
have ramifications for the Aurora fleet. The 2003 deployment of two
Auroras to Operation Apollo, which was the name given to Canada’s
part in the War on Terror, further demonstrated how the Aurora
fleet was falling into dire straits.41 Tasked with providing maritime
reconnaissance in the Persian Gulf to coalition forces, the strain
produced by the overall reduction in the Aurora fleet’s flying hours
as well as its number of operational crews was leading to a situation
where the Aurora community could not sustain itself during Apollo.
This was compounded by the fact that the AIMP upgrades (broken
down to Block I and Block II) were starting up. These alterations
were considerable as Block I involved the replacement of various

Walker, “What happened to Air Force ISR?” 70.
Daniel Arsenault and Josh Christianson, “Punching above its weight: The CP 140
Aurora Experience Task Force Libeccio and Operation Mobile,” RCAF Journal 1, 3
(Summer 2012): 28, 36.

40  
41  
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legacy equipment and sub-systems to make them supportable and
compliant with current technology. Block II led to the addition of
modern communications management systems as well as upgraded
navigation equipment and a modern glass cockpit.42 It was a big job
and, in the words of one member of the Aurora community, doing so
in the face of continuing operations was like “changing the wheels on
the bus while trying to drive it.”43
These modifications certainly improved the aircraft’s performance
and ability, but the fact remained that the strategic shift produced
by 9/11 further reduced the Aurora’s relevancy. The role it played in
Operation Apollo was important, yet the reality was that Canada
was now involved in a coalition struggle over the skies of Afghanistan
against an asymmetric threat in a landlocked nation for which
there was little need for the Aurora’s regular ASW and maritime
reconnaissance mission-sets. Worse still, there was more than one
senior officer who, in the face of the strategic climate of the time and
financial constraints placed on the navy, somewhat understandably
wondered if there was a need for shore-based ASW aircraft at
all. While the general coastal maritime reconnaissance role would
remain, events such as the 2005 standing down of 415 Squadron,
which had been formed in Summerside, PEI in 1961, were indicative
of the community’s turn in fortune. Strikingly, this situation had a
familiar ring to it as there were a number of parallels to what had
occurred after the Second World War; namely, that it appeared to
some observers that the air force was happy to leave the task of
protecting Canada from what was perceived as a non-existent ASW
threat to the navy.44
As bad as the early 2000s were, the Aurora community actually
reached its lowest ebb in 2007. A number of higher priority aircraft
were being acquired for the war in Afghanistan, but the trouble was
that current air force personnel levels could not meet the demand.
With their relevancy being questioned, the Aurora community
unfortunately found it had become the prime manning pool for some
For more information, see Iain Huddleston, “Changing with the Times: The
Evolution of Canada’s CP-140 Aurora,” Canadian Naval Review 11, 1 (2015): 10-15.
This article was also reprinted as Iain Huddleston, “Changing with the Times: The
Evolution of Canada’s CP-140 Aurora,” RCAF Journal 5, 1 (Winter 2016): 44-51.
43  
RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, Ottawa, Ontario, 8 January 2015.
44  
Peter T. Haydon, “Building the Next Fleet: A Discussion with Commodore Kelly
Williams,” Canadian Naval Review 4, 1 (Spring 2008): 18-20.
42  
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of these new platforms and capabilities. This period was also marred
by the announcement that the Aurora’s overall life extension program
was postponed and the modernisation suspended as the future of
the aircraft itself was reconsidered. In some measure, however, this
was not altogether bad news as the Air Staff were still exploring
a potential replacement aircraft as outlined in the government’s
Canada First Defence Policy.45 Known as the Canadian Multi-mission
Aircraft (CMA), it was anticipated that the RCAF would acquire
this platform sometime around 2017. This begged the question of
whether it made sense to modernise the Aurora. To avoid a gap
between its retirement and the acquisition of a new aircraft, the air
force looked at extending the Aurora’s life expectancy by stretching
out its remaining flying hours over the following ten years.46
The results of these events meant that the Aurora fleet was hit
with its greatest reductions yet. Conceived as part of an operational
squadron restructuring, the Aurora’s YFR was cut from 9,500 hours
to a mere 6,500. By the time the restructuring was done, the Aurora
would lose 230 aircrew and maintainers, most of who went to the air
force’s new C 17 strategic airlifters, while the number of operational
crews was reduced from thirteen to only eight.47
The operational stress that this placed on the fleet was heavy as
the Aurora still had a number of domestic functions to perform, such
as Arctic and Northern surveillance, maritime reconnaissance and
support to the RCN. But for the air force’s operational commander
at 1 Canadian Air Division (1 CAD), Major-General (Maj.-Gen.)
Charlie Bouchard, something clearly had to go as there were
simply not enough flying hours. Given the global security context
of that time, Bouchard and other senior officers on the Air Staff in
Ottawa were apparently “skeptical about the ASW mission.” Indeed,
Bouchard was blunt, telling the community “that training for ASW

45  
National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces, Canada First Defence Strategy
(Government of Canada, March 2009). A copy can be found archived using the
following link: https://www.canada.ca/en/department-national-defence/corporate/
policies-standards/canada-first-defence-strategy-complete-document.html.
46  
Briefing Note for DCOMD Force Generation: Approval of DComd’s guidance for
LRP 2015 Planning, 1 June 2010, RCAF AWC.
47  
Op Sqn Restructure slide, c. 2007, RCAF AWC; and Commander’s Guidance
to the Long Range Patrol Force Structure Working Group Draft, n.d. [c. February
2007], RCAF AWC.
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was a waste of hours as there was no legitimate submarine threat.”48
Put another way, the key to making the Aurora relevant to current
operations was to virtually abandon ASW and instead focus on the
overland long range patrol ISR role.
In an Aurora fleet that prided itself with the mantra that “if
you can do ASW you can do anything,” this direction from the 1
CAD Commander was a difficult pill to swallow. Although there was
some resistance and a somewhat discrete effort “to keep the flame
[of ASW] alive,” the Aurora community did what they were told.49
In fact, there were many in this tight knit community who saw the
overland role for what it was: an opportunity to make a greater
contribution to current operations by transforming the Aurora from
a single purpose ASW/maritime reconnaissance aircraft into a much
sought after and valuable general purpose platform as Bouchard had
suggested. It was the key to their salvation. So much so, in fact, that
by the end of 2007 they consciously embraced the overland role by
developing a campaign plan that was used “to make themselves better
and more relevant” to the air force.50 It was a wise strategy. With
further government cuts, the air force was under growing pressure as
there simply was not enough money to go around. Difficult choices
had to be made and as hard as it may have been for a country with
such a large coastline like Canada, scrapping the Auroras to save the
other air force fleets was certainly an option.
The overland ISR capability was not entirely new to the Aurora
community. As early as 1999, the Auroras had delved into rudimentary
overland training for events such as the government’s response to the
“Y2K crisis.” There were also anti-drug trafficking missions with
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and separate military exercises
that identified the value of the Aurora’s overland operations to the
RCAF as a whole. As a result, in July 2001, a long range patrol
concept of operations (CONOPS)—a term used to describe how
an idea or equipment should be used in operations to achieve the
greatest efficiency and effects—under development observed, quite
48  
Walker, “What happened to Air Force ISR?” 72; Air Force Plan FY 07/10,
RCAF AWC; and RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, Ottawa, Ontario,
8 January 2015.
49  
RCAF Officer A, Interview with author, Ottawa, Ontario, 29 January 2015; and
RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, Ottawa, Ontario, 8 January 2015.
50  
RCAF Officer A, Interview with author, Ottawa, Ontario, 29 January 2015; and
RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, Ottawa, Ontario, 8 January 2015.
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An illustration of the CP 140’s traditional anti-submarine capabilities as well as its relatively
new overland roles. [RCAF/ DND RCAF Air Warfare Centre]

prophetically, that the Auroras would need to design war fighting
skills that would assist Joint Task Force Commanders with overland
operations.51 It was a small step, but the need for ISR assets only
grew after Canada joined the war in Afghanistan. That Canada did
not have these overland capabilities was made all too apparent by
the RCAF’s inability to respond to the army’s call for ISR platforms
and that brought further pressure for the Aurora fleet to do more.
Of course, it did not help that the Aurora lacked a self-defence suite
to mitigate ground-to-air threats—not to mention that the greatly
reduced YFR made training and creating new doctrine difficult—but
the simple reality was that the new overland capability was going to
take time to develop.52
It was not until after the installation of key reconnaissance and
surveillance equipment—such as the Westcam MX 20 EO/IR Camera

Long Range Patrol Aircraft – Concept of Operations, 17 July 2001, 11500-1 LRPA
CONOPS (Comd MAC (A)), RCAF AWC; Long range patrol force CONOPS, 30
October 2006 draft, 1 Cdn Air Div 3000-0 (Comd) – LRP ConOps, RCAF AWC; and
RCAF Officer D to the author, email, 2 April 2015.
52  
Walker, “What happened to Air Force ISR?” 74.
51  
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which was completed in 2006 and the Overland Equipment Mission
Suite (OEMS)—that things began to take off. As a senior member
of the Aurora community, Brigadier-General (current rank) Iain
Huddleston, observed “the FLIR camera with the new Westcam MX20 and the associated Overland Equipment Mission Suite (OEMS)
was the first real leap in operational capability that Aurora crews had
experienced and it made them hungry for more!”53 It was a significant
advancement as the Auroras finally had a piece of equipment that
would allow them to do some serious overland exercises and work with
the Canadian Army and Special Operation Forces. The community
knew that it was on to something important. In fact, it was observed
by one RCAF officer that over the summer and fall of 2006, individuals
such as Huddleston, who had just returned from a RAF exchange
program in which he flew their Nimrods in the overland ISR role in
Iraq, and Derek Joyce—presently a Major-General—began to build
a case as to why Canada needed this capability. Nor did it stop there
as the Aurora community also started “a review and rewrite of the
nascent overland TTPs [Tactics, Training and Procedures].”54
Progress had been slow over the previous seven years, but it was
nevertheless enough to draft a new LRP force CONOPS by October
2006. As a means to identify the practical use of the Aurora as a
general purpose LRP aircraft, this CONOP was different from its
2001 predecessor as a much greater emphasis was placed on the
overland role. In fact, this new CONOP went much further, observing
how:
the LRP force is an expeditionary, globally self-deployable, multimission force capable of conducting warfighting and non-warfighting
roles… Appropriately armed and equipped, it is the Canadian Air Force’s
only strategic force with a capability to influence the battle space in the
air, land or sea environments. …The LRP force provides an intelligence,
surveillance, targeting and reconnaissance (ISTAR) capability to strat
HQs… [T]he numerous roles, tasks and capabilities of the LRP Force
allow it to be used throughout a wide spectrum of operational scenarios.

Huddleston, “Changing with the Times,” 10-15. This quotation is actually taken
from an advanced draft of the published version that Brigadier-General Huddleston
was kind enough to share with the author. As such, the details and content of the
quotation may not exactly match the published version.
54  
RCAF Officer B to author, email, 8 April 2015.
53  
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As a result, it is possible and likely that missions will vary from day to
day between land warfare and maritime warfare.55

The importance of this CONOP cannot be overstated as it served
notice that the Aurora was no longer a specialised ASW/maritime
reconnaissance aircraft. However, this CONOP further observed that
the “employment of the LRP force in a land warfare environment
is a new concept for the Aurora community” and that it would
still take time as “the development of their use overland and the
definition of new skill sets is in the early stages.” The rewards, it was
argued, would be worth the wait as the new general purpose LRP
force “will become a significant force multiplier in the land warfare
environment of the future”; one that would provide ISTAR in support
to Land Forces and Special Forces operations as well as electronic
warfare, overhead imaging, communications relay, tactical overwatch, maritime reconnaissance, limited ASW and at some point in
the future live stream videos, communication rebroadcast and finally
direct targeting to attack aircraft.56 In time, almost all of this would
come true as a little over a year later the Auroras started to witness
something of a revival from the reductions of 2007.
As part of the Aurora community’s efforts to redefine their
aircraft as a general purpose platform, a brief was given to nine
senior Canadian Army general officers in November 2006. It was an
impressive show, complete with a real CP 140 streaming video that
allowed these general officers to “call out” the mock targets that
had been set up and then watch them in real time. The goal of the
presentation was simple: to ‘sell’ the Overland Equipment Mission
Suite concept to the army. In the words of one of the presenters at
this meeting:
While some of the GOs [General Officers] took turns retasking aircraft,
I also got a grilling by both LGens [Lieutenant-Generals] Gauthier and
Leslie who were clearly interested but wanted to know details of cost,
timelines, capabilities … none of which I had on hand because we were
Long range patrol force CONOPS, 30 October 2006 draft, 1 Cdn Air Div 3000-0
(Comd), RCAF AWC. ISTAR is a process of integrating intelligence, surveillance,
targeting and reconnaissance inputs into a more singular understanding of combat
situations to improve a commander’s overall situational awareness.
56  
Long range patrol force CONOPS, 30 October 2006 draft, 1 Cdn Air Div 3000-0
(Comd) – LRP ConOps, RCAF AWC.
55  
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selling a concept not a capability. Needless to say lots of tap dancing was
done. LGen Leslie finished up the grilling by asking me quite directly
“what is it that I wanted from him.” As I took a moment to gather my
thoughts, then BGen [Brigadier-General] Beare livened up [the] crowd
by declaring loudly for all “Come on Son. Be bold!” I can only assume
he was impressed by the concept we were selling, and wanted the deal
signed them [sic] and there. But I was but a Capt [Captain] and they
were 3-stars, 2-stars, and 1-stars so I suppose the answer I provided
was a little less than bold. I basically said that the CP140 wanted into
the fight and that we were capable of doing good things for the Army
over Afghanistan[.]57

While the hope was that the army would provide funding to help
turn the overland ISR concept into a capability, the navy was equally
interested in the Aurora’s future, particularly after the modernisation
and extension programs were halted. Moreover, the long range patrol
aircraft was still just as much a key part of the navy’s ASW team as
it had been since it gave up its carrier aspirations in the 1960s and
that was a message that Maritime Command happily passed on to
the air force’s senior leadership.58
It was at this point that fate intervened. In December 2007,
it was determined that a potential replacement aircraft would have
to be delayed, meaning that the Aurora would need to continue
flying until at least 2020. Since that was clearly impossible with
the remaining hours on the Aurora’s airframe, both the ASLEP and
AIMP programs were reinstated. Relieved of the restrictions of trying
to keep this unmodified airframe airworthy, the Chief of the Air
Staff ordered that the Aurora’s YFR be raised to 8,000 hours for the
2008/09 fiscal year. This was highly encouraging for an Aurora fleet
whose YFR had trended steadily downward since 1990. However, this
proposed increase was problematic. As it was later admitted, the cuts
of the previous years “were too drastic” as the Aurora community
no longer had the crews, support personnel or infrastructure to fly at
these elevated rates.59
RCAF Officer E to author, email, 8 April 2015.
RCAF Officer A, Interview with author, Ottawa, Ontario, 29 January 2015.
59  
Briefing Note for DCOMD Force Generation: Approval of DComd’s guidance
for LRP 2015 Planning, 1 June 2010, Draft, RCAF AWC; and Briefing Note for
DCOMD Force Generation: Approval of DComd’s guidance for LRP 2015 Planning,
1 June 2010, RCAF AWC.
57  
58  
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This chart graphically captures the decline in CP 140 yearly flying hours between 1995 and
2008. [RCAF/ DND RCAF Air Warfare Centre]

Yet these limitations did not stop the Aurora community from
further developing and building upon its growing reputation as a
general purpose platform.60 For instance, when a need to develop
highly detailed maps of Afghanistan emerged in 2009, the Aurora
community volunteered sixty personnel and two aircraft that were
fitted with Canadian Applanix cameras to get the job done. It was
a success as these aircraft mapped over 100,000 square kilometres
in much less time than had been anticipated.61 They even gained
ground in their traditional ASW role. Assisted by the unexpected
transit of what open source documents simply referred to as a “hostile
submarine” (presumably near Canadian waters), it was suddenly
recognised that ASW was “still a requirement” and, in turn, that
led the Auroras to devote more flying time, exercises and simulated

For more on the difficulties faced by the Aurora fleet, see Colonel (ret.) Ernest
Cable, “Second Dawn of Aurora,” Airforce Magazine 40, 4 (2017): 10-17.
61  
Walker, “What happened to Air Force ISR?” 76-77; Huddleston, “Changing with
the Times,” 10-15; and RCAF Officer C, Interview with the author, 8 January 2015.
60  
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training to their original Cold War mission-set.62 It also justified the
desire to keep their ASW skills sharp. But it was Operation Podium
(the 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games) that gave the Aurora one of its
greatest boosts.
For some time, a lack of funding had delayed the Maritime
Proving and Evaluation Unit, which is responsible for evaluating
and testing Aurora (and Arcturus) operational effectiveness, from
working on the Overland Equipment Mission Suite. That changed
quickly once the air force managed to convince the government
that the OEMS was an operational necessity for the security efforts
surrounding the Olympic Games. Things moved quickly after that, as
one officer involved in the program noted that “the Minister signed
the cheque for it [OEMS] and then we ran like hell to get it in
place.”63 The Commander of 1 CAD, who at that time was Maj.-Gen.
Yvan Blondin, went even further as it was recalled how he asked for:
us to find a way to have video piped from an Aurora that was flying on
top the Olympic venue at Vancouver “free streamed” into the CAOC
[Combined Air Operations Centre]. The order was given around the
same time, giving us about 2 or 3 months to find a technical solution
to make this happen. It wasn’t pretty, but it worked. Essentially, video
was sent to a ground station in the Vancouver area, captured by some
magical process, and sent over a data connection to Winnipeg.64

This was a considerable leap for the Aurora community and it was
one that was about to be tested in combat above the skies of Libya.
Operation Mobile—the name given to Canada’s involvement in
the 2011 air campaign over Libya—was a resounding success for
the Aurora community as it was able to highlight its new role as
a general purpose ISR platform. Due to a NATO shortage of ISR
aircraft for the Libyan mission, the Aurora was in high demand to
conduct its traditional maritime reconnaissance function as well as
its new overland capability. Mobile also provided an opportunity for
the Aurora to demonstrate its flexibility by performing other tasks
for the first time, such as the coordination of naval gunfire support,

Briefing Note for DCOMD Force Generation: Approval of DComd’s guidance for
LRP 2015 Planning, 1 June 2010, Draft, RCAF AWC.
63  
RCAF Officer E to author, email, 8 April 2015.
64  
RCAF Officer C to author, email, 8 April 2015.
62  
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Strike Co-ordination and Reconnaissance Co-ordinator and even
propaganda work.65 It was a defining moment for the RCAF and
the Aurora community as over a decade of effort to revitalise this
platform was finally paying off.
Now outfitted with the Block III modifications—which included a
new mission computer, acoustic as well as electronic weapon systems
and the integration of the MX 20 camera into the computer and tactical
suite—the Aurora reached a point where it was re-designated as the
CP 140 M (with the M standing as the designation for the modernised
aircraft). All this new equipment and experience from Mobile was put
to good use over Iraq as part of the RCAF’s contribution to the war
against Daesh. And it is in that battle space where future historians,
with complete access to currently classified files, will determine if a
true revolution in Canadian ISR took place. The vision of creating a
direct stream of data from the Aurora’s tactical suites straight to the
operational level in Canada via satellites with the iBLOS (interim
Beyond Line of Sight) system was being tested in Iraq, although
at the time of writing it is currently uncertain how successful those
efforts were.66 Yet for an air force where budget cuts and new strategic
realities had some flirting with the idea of getting rid of the Aurora
only a decade earlier, the fact that it was a highly sought after multipurpose strategic capability within the international mission to defeat
Daesh strongly suggests that this process has indeed revolutionised
Canadian ISR.67
Whether this ISR revolution is sustainable in Canada is yet to
be seen. Government cuts to the military can come at any time
and as a result the RCAF easily could face a situation at some
point in the near future similar to the one that existed after the
Second World War or even in the immediate period following the
Cold War. The Aurora has done well, but it is an aging platform
that will require a replacement relatively soon. Whether the
government provides a serious investment in this capability will
be determined in the years to come, but without a new aircraft
the RCAF will again find itself trying to meet Canada’s defence
Huddleston, “Changing with the Times,” 12.
This system allows the CP 140 M to use satellites to steam secure high-speed data
from the aircraft to distant ground stations.
67  
For an excellent account of the Aurora’s development over the past twenty years,
see Iain Huddleston, “Changing with the Times: The Evolution of Canada’s CP-140
Aurora,” Canadian Naval Review 11, 1 (2015): 10-15.
65  
66  
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needs with outdated equipment much like it did when it had to
use war-weary Lancasters to guard its national interests in the
immediate post-war period. The trouble is that, while the Aurora’s
upgrades are encouraging, any lack of serious resource investment
in this (and other air force capabilities) at the political level could
create a future situation where a Canadian government could find
itself flirting with disaster by asking its air force to respond to
unexpected emergencies using out-dated and unsuitable equipment.
Unfortunately, such a scenario is all too real as Canadian defence
spending has traditionally followed a feast or famine pattern. Trends
clearly show that consecutive Canadian governments have invested
in the military when emergencies or international considerations
forced them to do so, only to claw back those same resources as
soon as tensions eased or the opportunity permitted.
So what lessons can be gleaned from this story for the future
of long range patrol ISR in Canada and how does history help
this learning process? Perhaps one of the most significant is the
value of maintaining at least some type of seed ability for all core
capabilities that have been cut or greatly reduced, the aim of which
is to ensure that they can be reconstituted and grow quickly should
they be needed suddenly in the future. The fact that most peacetime
governments cannot afford to maintain multi-purpose forces that
can respond to all emergencies or situations unfortunately must be
accepted as a reoccurring constraint in force structure planning. Yet
an equally relevant fact is that governments will face embarrassment
and public criticism when they make the wrong call and severely cut,
or completely eliminate, a capability which is unexpectedly required
again at a later date. This was certainly the case when the United
Kingdom was forced to turn to Canada and France to provide aerial
ASW platforms to help them locate a Russian submarine that had
been detected north of Scotland in November 2015. While this event
helped underline the wisdom of the British government’s recent plan
to purchase Boeing P8 maritime patrol aircraft, it also underscored
that the earlier decision to retire the RAF’s fleet of Nimrod patrol
aircraft in 2010 (and thereby denying the island state of a maritime
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patrol capability) had turned out to be a mistake.68 Fortunately, the
RAF went to great lengths—such as posting officers to allied nations
with maritime patrol aircraft—to keep its corporate knowledge of
airborne ASW operations alive.69
In fairness to the British, Canada faced a similar dilemma
and almost went down the same path when the Aurora fleet’s
future was questioned as a result of the reduced ASW threat to
the West in the immediate post-Cold War period. It must be
noted, however, that such decisions are never easy as there is no
crystal ball to tell military planners how best to spend the often
limited funds that their political masters provide. Despite this
fact, the Aurora community and the RCAF went to great lengths
to keep the flame of ASW alive and it was lucky that they did so
since it meant that Canada was in a position to respond when it,
according to the press, faced a similar situation in 2009 (namely, a
suggested incursion of a foreign submarine near territorial waters)
to the one that the British could not handle six years later.70
That said, while keeping a core capability going within the Aurora
community has proven its worth, the fact remains that ASW will
most likely continue to take a back seat to the overland mission as

68  
Ben Farmer, “Britain calls in French to hunt Russian sub lurking off Scotland,”
The Telegraph, 22 November 2015, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/
defence/12010438/Britain-calls-in-French-to-hunt-Russian-sub-lurking-offScotland.html; Allsen Donnelly, “Canada sends patrol aircraft to join UK’s hunt for
Russian submarine lurking off Scotland: report,” National Post, 23 November 2015,
https://nationalpost.com/news/world/canada-sends-patrol-aircraft-to-join-u-k-shunt-for-russian-submarine-spotted-lurking-off-scotland-report; and Christopher
Woody, “Russian submarine activity in the North Atlantic has reportedly ‘increased
tenfold,’ and the UK is struggling to keep up,” Business Insider, 24 May 2018,
https://www.businessinsider.com/russian-submarine-activity-increasing-arounduk-and-in-north-atlantic-2018-5. This article, like a number of others, noted that:
“In late 2015, Britain had to call on French patrol planes to search the waters off
Scotland for a Russian submarine — the third time in a year period in which the
UK had to call on NATO allies to help hunt a sub that was suspected of trying to
spy on the UK’s sub-based nuclear deterrent based out of Scotland.” It is important
to note that the United Kingdom also turned to Canada and the RCAF’s Aurora
fleet for help as well.
69  
For an excellent summary of the RAF and its maritime air community, see Robert
O’Dell, “The Cold War Cinderella Service: RAF Maritime Patrol Aircraft Operations
since 1945,” Royal Air Force Air Power Review 21, 2 (Summer 2018): 62-85.
70  
“Canada monitors Russian subs off East Coast,” CBC News, 12 August
2009,
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/canada-monitors-russian-subs-off-eastcoast-1.825156.
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long as operations like those over Libya, Iraq and Syria maintain
their primacy.
The story of Canada’s maritime and long range patrol
capability is important in other regards as well. Far too often,
Canadian procurement and force structure planning focuses on
considerations related to a specific environment (i.e. the air force,
navy and army) or platform (i.e. equipment such as aircraft,
ships and tanks) rather than the capabilities which are required
to fulfil Canadian government and foreign policy needs. This is
an important point as such discussions can result in situations
where entire capabilities are gutted when one platform is deemed
redundant to another. Both Canada and the United Kingdom
faced this conundrum when the future of their respective Aurora
and Nimrod fleets led to a platform-based debate on whether naval
frigates or patrol aircraft were best suited to deal with a decreasing
ASW threat. This raises an interesting question; namely, how can
militaries avoid potentially endless political debates that pit one
platform against another or dialogue that inevitably devolves into
the well-used euphemism that military procurement in Canada
is stuck in a pattern of simply replacing old equipment with a
“shinier” new version as a default setting? A better option, of
course, is capability based planning (CBP), which takes the
emphasis off the platforms themselves and instead focuses on the
effects that planners are trying to achieve. Put another way, CBP
defines the capability first and then determines which platforms
are best required to get the job done.
The re-creation of a maritime reconnaissance force in the late
1940s and 1950s, the early decommissioning of Bonaventure and
disbandment of a naval air component and the development of the
Aurora into an overland ISR platform: all identify that scrapping
capabilities or implementing severe cuts is an extremely risky venture
as building or rebuilding a capability takes years to achieve. And this
is where history can assist modern decision makers. While defence
spending is rarely popular in times of peace (or relative peace),
the lesson for the political level is that they must be extremely
careful in the capabilities that are cut or reduced to “caretaker”
status. It is a simple reality that strategic shocks happen and there
is nothing worse than trying to re-create a capability in a time
of national emergency, as the post-war Lancaster example clearly
identified. Moreover, for the RCAF, the Aurora story demonstrates
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the value of being innovative with platform designs. Single purpose
platforms are extremely vulnerable to defence cuts when the threat
they are designed to mitigate disappears. This was certainly true
for the Aurora but thanks to the advocacy of key senior officers,
and the community itself, the platform was turned into a force
multiplier. It was a smart move as it has provided Canada with a
potentially revolutionary strategic ISR capability. But the desire to
keep the original maritime reconnaissance and ASW mission-set
alive was equally brilliant. With some analysts suggesting that the
West could once again face a new Cold War or a threat from the
Far East where submarines are plentiful, it is good to know that the
RCAF has an ISR platform that can protect Canada while flying
over its dark blue oceans and ice-covered northern waters or, as was
recently shown, take the fight to a distant enemy over the sands of
the Middle East.

appendix a: list of acronyms
1 CAD			
1 Canadian Air Division
AIMP			
Aurora Incremental Modernisation Program
AMAS			
Air Member for Air Staff
AMRD			
Air Member for Research and Development
AMTS 			
Air Member for Technical Services
ASLEP			
Aurora Structural Life Extension Project
ASW			Anti-Submarine Warfare
CA 			
Canadian Army
CAS			
Chief of the Air Staff
CBP			
Capability Based Planning
CONOP/CONOPS
Concept of Operations
Comd 			Commander
DCOMD		
Deputy Commander
EASTLANT		
Eastern Atlantic
ISR 			
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance
ISTAR			
Intelligence, Surveillance, Targeting and
			Reconnaissance
LRP			
Long Range Patrol
LRPA 			
Long Range Patrol Aircraft
OEMS			
Overland Equipment Mission Suite
RAF			
Royal Air Force
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RCAF			
Royal Canadian Air Force
RCN			
Royal Canadian Navy
SACLANT		
Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic
SCAR-C		
Strike Co-ordination and Reconnaissance
			Co-ordinator
YFR			
Yearly Flying Rate
◆◆◆◆
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